Maths
White Rose Hub


count forwards and backwards within 20



count forwards and backwards within 50



compare numbers within 50



count objects to 100



read and write to 100 in numerals and
words

juse



compare and order objects and numbers



count in 2’s, 3’s, 5’s and 10’s



know number bonds to 100 (tens)



add and subtract 1’s and 10’s



add 2 and 1 digit numbers crossing ten



add 2 and 2 digits



subtract 1 digit from a 2 digit number

P.E

R.E.

Gymnastics

The Chosen People

●

develop the basic skills of jumping with different shapes in

the air
●

count money in pence and pounds



compare amounts of money

know we are chosen and gifted by God



know why God chose Abraham and that he

develop the skill of balancing on different parts of the

body

trusted God to guide him


●

develop the basic skill of rolling

●

link actions of movement to create a simple sequence

know that God chose Moses to help his people
and that we are also chosen to help others



Dance

understand that Daniel had to be brave and
have faith because he was chosen

●

learn basic dance movements and travelling skills

●

develop imagination by moving in new and interesting

ways

Mysteries


know about and reflect on mysteries



know that there are three persons in one God
and that we can think about him in different

Year 2

crossing ten




Autumn Term

ways


know about and reflect on God’s choice of
Mary and Joseph



know that Jesus is God’s gift to the whole
world

PSHE

Art

Computing

Keeping and Staying Healthy

To Look at the Work of a Famous Artist

Effective researching, making music and creating
pictures



Understand how and why we brush our teeth



To recall key facts associated to the artist's life.



Know the differences between healthy and



To observe and draw shapes from observations.

unhealthy choices



To use a range of media and colours for effect

searching and identify the basic parts of a web



Record and explore ideas from first-hand

search engine search page.

Feelings and Emotions


Learn a range of skills for coping with



unpleasant / uncomfortable emotions


Be able to recognise and name emotions and
their physical effects





To understand the terminology associated with

observations.



Create a musical composition using software

Ask and answer questions about the starting points



record my own sound effects

for their work.



create a digital image using a range of tools,
pens, brushes and effects

